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SW observation at Venus/Mars
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SW reflection occurs
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(1) O+ foreshock up to > 2000 km from the bow shock.

(2) O+ ≠ H+ for location (by ~1000 km), direction, and energy.

(3) Narrow flow directions (both O+ and H+) ⇒ nearly along B.

(4) O+ acceleration starts from the magnetosheath

Flow direction (01:40 UT)
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Energy-Mass matrix

Further examination



(1) O+ foreshock up to > 2000 km from the bow shock.

(2) O+ ≠ H+ for location (by ~1000 km), direction, and energy.

(3) Narrow flow directions (both O+ and H+) ⇒ nearly along B.

(4) O+ acceleration (nearly // B) starts from the magnetosheath.

(5) foreshock H+ momentum = specular reflected SW
momentum + foreshock O+ momentum (∆V).

Summary of this event

• O+ acceleration: most likely electrostatic potential

• H+ energy gain during reflection: mechanism is unknown.

• Local plasma (in addition to reflected SW) contributes
foreshock: raising big question to formation mechanism.
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Another example: short-lived
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Rough survey over 2005-2010: out of phase between
foreshock and pick-up ions

cf. Survey of H+ foreshock
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(6) Anti-correlated to solar UV or pickup ions.

Summary of foreshock survey

Background cold ion density might play a role?

⇓

⇓
Low density favors development of field aligned
potential and that favors reflection?

Martian Bow Shock is a best laboratory
to study bow shock acceleration
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